PROFESSIONAL
W O MEN ' S
Al l iANC E

Women rvho mean business.

August 3, 2012

Web2Creative
Attn: RT Radanovic
1 Westridge Ct
St. Louis, MO 63124
DearRT:
Thank you so much for all of your time and dedication in creating PWA's new website.
You are very talented! Please use the below as a testimonial:

We interviewed three different design companies before selecting Web2Creative to design
our organization's website. We chose RT because of his quality of work, pricing, and the
functionality that the website could provide our members. Our site went from looking and
functioning like a PowerPoint presentation to an interactive site that guides visitors to a
specific action. RT went above and beyond in helping us create our site and truly
understanding our goals. He was always patient with changes that needed to be made
along the way and made them quickly. We were a very difficult client, but RT showed
perseverance, persistence and 1'1!0St of all patience! I'm not sure anyone else could have
gotten us to where we are today.
RT exceeded all of our expectations by consistently offering valuable advice and creative
ideas. Without question he provided the highest quality of work, customer care, and a
meticulous attention to detail. One of the most valuable tools that RT provided was
tutorial videos that allow us to self-maintain the site.
We are extremely pleased with our new website in its overall appearance, professional
look and ease of use. We feel we got a great value for our money and are extremely
happy with the level of customer service, timeliness, and quality of work that we received.
Feedback from our members has been very positive. I'm confident in recommending
Web2Creative to anyone - from the small business owner to a large corporation.
Sincerely,

Sheri Faulkenberg
Website Chair- Professional Women's Alliance
636-248-5488

